Emerging advancements including the exponentially growing availability of computer-collected data and increasingly sophisticated statistical software have led to a "Big Data Movement" wherein organizations have begun attempting to use large-scale data analysis to improve their effectiveness. Yet, little is known regarding how organizations can leverage these advancements to develop more effective personnel selection procedures, especially when the data are unstructured (text-based). Drawing on literature on natural language processing, we critically examine the possibility of leveraging advances in text mining and predictive modeling computer software programs as a surrogate for human raters in a selection context. We explain how to "train" a computer program to emulate a human rater when scoring accomplishment records. We then examine the reliability of the computer's scores, provide preliminary evidence of their construct validity, demonstrate that this practice does not produce scores that disadvantage minority groups, illustrate the positive financial impact of adopting this practice in an organization (N ϳ 46,000 candidates), and discuss implementation issues. Finally, we discuss the potential implications of using computer scoring to address the adverse impact-validity dilemma. We suggest that it may provide a cost-effective means of using predictors that have comparable validity but have previously been too expensive for large-scale screening.
Recent shifts in technology have staged selection scholarship on the precipice of a revolution. On the one hand, enhanced computing power and increased use of technology in organizations has afforded researchers access to an exponentially greater amount of information on candidates. At the same time, technological innovations such as the development of new software packages have emerged enabling researchers to develop more sophisticated methods of analyzing such massive amounts of data. These shifts, in combination, have led to the "Big Data Movement" and created conditions under which previously agreed upon assumptions can be reexamined and, perhaps, overturned (Kuhn, 1962) . This trend is just beginning to be recognized in Industrial and Organizational (I/O) Psychology (Guzzo & Carlisle, 2014; Poeppelman, Blacksmith, & Yang, 2013) .
One example of such an assumption is that which underlies a long-standing issue in selection research: the adverse impactvalidity dilemma (Ployhart & Holtz, 2008; Pyburn, Ployhart, & Kravitz, 2008) . While recognizing that a number of conditions can lead to adverse impact (e.g., when there are differences in predictor true scores by protected class membership), this dilemma is also, in part, attributable to the assumption that there are substantial tradeoffs in costs associated with selection procedures. On the one hand, cost-effective procedures with high criterion-related validity (e.g., cognitive ability tests) exhibit high levels of adverse impact. On the other hand, alternatives that also exhibit high levels of validity but less adverse impact (e.g., structured interviews, assessment centers, work samples, and accomplishment records) are too costly to administer to large numbers of candidates.
The purpose of this paper is to critically investigate whether recent advances in text mining and predictive modeling software can be used as a more economic surrogate for human raters to score candidate responses to essays used for hiring. Drawing on prior research on natural language processing (NLP), we pose a number of research questions, which we then examine using a sample of accomplishment records (ARs; Hough, 1984) from nearly 46,000 candidates as part of an operational assessment battery in a large organization. If successful, this research may have implications for reducing the cost-effectiveness tradeoff underlying the adverse impact-validity dilemma.
This paper contributes to the literature on personnel selection and, more broadly, scholarship in applied psychology in two primary ways. First, we show how recent advances in computer technology can be applied within the domain of I/O Psychology. Specifically, we explain how to program or "train" a computer to emulate a human when scoring ARs. The focal topic of examination in this paper lies at the intersection of psychology and advances in predictive modeling computer analytics. As such, examining this process is important as it allows us to shed light on how information gathered regarding a judgment process that is largely cognitive and behavioral is assigned structure and meaning by a computer program and used to produce scores for future applicants. It also enables us to explain how scholars can develop more sophisticated methods of analyzing data that includes a qualitative (text-based) component.
Second, we identify the advantages and potential disadvantages associated with attempting to use text mining and a predictive modeling computer program to score ARs, which have been historically shown to exhibit low levels of adverse impact but high validity. For example, we demonstrate that the computer program can exhibit a level of reliability comparable to that of a human rater when scoring the content of ARs. We also provide preliminary evidence of construct validity for the computer scores by relating them to a wide range of other variables (e.g., other tests). Then, we demonstrate that this practice does not produce scores that disadvantage any minority demographic group, and we illustrate the positive financial impact of adopting this practice in the organizational context under investigation. In terms of potential disadvantages, we investigate likely reasons for scores we refer to as "extreme mis-predictions," and discuss practical issues with implementation, such as what to do if AR questions change.
Prior Research on the Computer Scoring of Essays
The literature on computer scoring of essays is considered part of a research stream that investigates what is referred to as either Automated Essay Scoring (AES) or Computer-Automated Scoring (CAS). Many of the systems currently used to score essays were crafted in the late 1990s and early 2000s (Dikli, 2006; Valenti, Neri, & Cucchiarelli, 2003) . The computer scoring of essays has been widely researched and used in educational contexts to more efficiently score large numbers of essays that assess the writing skills of students for a range of purposes, such as feedback in the classroom (Dikli, 2006) , evaluation of educational systems (BenSimon & Bennett, 2007; Leacock & Chodorow, 2003) , and selection into college and graduate school (Attali, Lewis, & Steier, 2013; Dikli, 2006; Yang, Buckendahl, Juszkiewicz, & Bhola, 2002) . One example illustrating the level of interest on this topic is the Hewlett Foundation's recent sponsorship of a competition for software developers, enlisting them to improve automated scoring of student essays (https://www.kaggle.com/c/asap-aes).
Most AES programs have focused on writing quality and essay structure using NLP techniques such as latent semantic analysis (LSA; Attali, Bridgeman, & Trapani, 2010) , Bayesian networks (Rudner, & Liang, 2002) , and simpler systems that use descriptive statistics and multiple regression (Valenti et al., 2003) . Dikli (2006) and Shermis, Burstein, Higgins, and Zechner (2010) provide reviews of the various proprietary AES approaches.
AES programs can score writing skill at a level of reliability comparable to that of a human grader, but they are often limited in their ability to evaluate content and other higher order skills (Attali et al., 2013; Deane, 2013; Ramineni & Williamson, 2013; Shermis et al., 2010) . As such, researchers have begun searching for ways to create programs that can score the content of essays. However, this has proved to be more difficult as vocabulary and sentence structure are not proxies for the quality of the content (Attali et al., 2013) .
Historical Approaches to Text Mining and Natural Language Processing (NLP)
Perhaps the greatest hindrance to using computers to score the narrative responses of candidates thus far has been a lack of software development. Although computing power has vastly improved over the past decades, programs have, until recently, not been developed that are capable of leveraging it to transform the large quantity of text-based data available into meaningful (i.e., reliable and valid) scores. In the context of narrative responses, a critical factor that initially constrained this effort was the "information retrieval problem" (Dumais, 2004) . The information retrieval problem refers to the fact that precise lexical matching between words in a user's query and words used within documents often does not exist. For example, a rater might be interested in inducing a candidate's leadership skill. However, the terms "leader" or "leadership" may not have been used by the candidate. Instead, he or she may have used the term "manager." This mismatch occurs as a result of fundamental characteristics of human word usage. Specifically, humans often use a variety of words to describe the same concept or object (i.e., synonymy) or the same word to refer to different things (i.e., polysemy; Dumais, 2004) .
Over the years, numerous information retrieval software programs have been developed attempting to solve this problem. For example, software has been developed that uses "stemming," which essentially breaks down one's search query into its root form. Thus, using the example above, the term "leadership" would be converted to the term "leader." Similarly, software has been developed that uses "controlled vocabularies," which reduce the query and index terms to a specific set of terms. As an example, scholarly journals often use these programs, which supply a list of keywords to be used for articles to reflect their content.
As the quantity of text-based data available became greater, the demands increased for better text mining software. As a result of this, the field of NLP expanded its focus to not only include issues related to information retrieval, but also information extraction. Presently, information extraction is the primary emphasis in text mining (Gaizauskas & Wilks, 1998) . Indeed, text mining is generally defined as the extraction of meaningful (and previously unknown) information or knowledge structures from unstructured text-based data (see Chowdhury, 2003) .
As text mining has become increasingly emphasized in scholarship on NLP, numerous programs have been developed that are capable of utilizing this extracted information for a range of practical purposes (e.g., prediction of attitudes, beliefs, sentiments, and other higher order characteristics; Attali et al., 2013; Liu, Lieberman, & Selker, 2003; Liu & Maes, 2004; Padmaja & Fatima, 2013) . In addition to varying in terms of their purposes, software programs also tend to vary widely in terms of the amount of "supervised learning" they require. For example, programs using LSA tend more toward requiring very little training as they rely entirely on probabilistic and/or statistical techniques to mine text (Dumais, 2004; Hofmann, 2001) . Meanwhile, others, such as the program used in the present study are considered "semisupervised" in the manner in which they learn. They make use of This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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previously humanly constructed resources such as dictionaries and thesauri and provide the user with the option of making additional manipulations to the knowledge structures they extract.
Using Text Mining and a Predictive Modeling
Computer Software Program to Score Accomplishment Records
Accomplishment Records
ARs are a personnel selection technique that requires job candidates to provide a narrative description of an accomplishment they have achieved in the past that demonstrates they have a competency necessary to perform the job for which they have applied (Hough, 1984) . For example, ARs may ask a candidate to "Describe an accomplishment that demonstrates you have leadership skills." The candidate is then required to respond with a 200-word description of such an accomplishment. They are also often required to provide the name and contact information of someone who can verify the accomplishment (e.g., past supervisor or coworker). The verifying reference may or may not be contacted by the organization. Meta-analytic summaries support the high validity and low adverse impact of ARs. For example, McDaniel, Schmidt, and Hunter (1988) report an uncorrected validity of .24 and corrected validity of .45 in their summary of 15 studies (total n ϭ 1,148). They described the AR as a "point method (behavioral consistency type)" because that was the term used by the Office of Personnel Management, which used the method extensively. Hough, Oswald, and Ployhart (2001) report a d-score difference between Minorities and Whites of .24 for ARs, which was much lower than those they reported for mental ability tests for Blacks and Whites (1.0) and Hispanics and Whites (.50).
Translating Accomplishment Record Data into Statistical Relationships and Output
Raters, being human, conform to principles of NLP in that they automatically recognize and reduce synonymy and polysemy within text-based responses. This, coupled with the fact that they are generally trained in some manner, renders them capable of not only understanding candidates' responses to narrative questions such as ARs, but also drawing inferences useful in making judgments regarding their characteristics. Over time, data regarding candidate responses and raters' scores can be accumulated in organizations. Text mining programs that use NLP might be used to assign meaning to this data. First, they impose structure on documents and words through analyzing large pools of text or corpuses (Dumais, 2004; Recchia & Jones, 2009 ). These corpuses, in the context of the present study, refer to text-based responses to AR questions. In analyzing these corpuses, these programs statistically model the relationships among documents (such as AR responses) comprising the corpus based on the words within them while simultaneously modeling relationships between words within the documents based on their occurrence (e.g., frequency, proximity to other words).
In this way, these programs do not depend on lexical matching. Rather, they reduce the dimensionality of documents attributable to synonymy and polysemy. They build what is referred to as a term-document matrix, which shows the frequencies of occurrence of terms in the documents. Then, they attempt to discover similarity structures (also referred to as semantic similarities; Foltz, 1996) to aid the user in information extraction by identifying which terms often occur together (Liu & Singh, 2004) . Finally, the subset of terms and collections of commonly co-occurring terms from the large number extracted are selected based on their ability to predict some criteria (e.g., human raters' scores), which assigns meaning (regression weights and levels of statistical significance) to them (Dumais, 2004; Landauer & Dumais, 1997) . The scoring of future documents is then based on counting and weighting the terms in those documents.
Note that this is not meant to imply that these software programs truly "understand" what the candidate has written and are making inferences regarding his or her characteristics based on this information. Rather, they model inferences made previously by raters based on the terms and relationships among terms from responses to AR questions and the scores the raters assigned to the responses. In the end, one of the primary advantages of these computer programs is that they can be used to infer characteristics of individuals such as leadership skill even when the term "leader" is not used within the document (or AR response). For example, the document may refer to taking initiative and organizing people.
Software programs using NLP are becoming increasingly popular as a way to assess student essays in low-stakes classroom settings as well as high-stakes entrance exam settings (e.g., GRE, GMAT; Dikli, 2006) . In terms of their use in high-stakes settings, studies have shown that scores produced by these programs (e.g., E-Rater in Powers, Burstein, Chodorow, Fowles, & Kukich, 2000; Intelligent Essay Assessor in Landauer, Laham, & Foltz, 2003) tend to correlate with human raters at levels between .70 and .86 (also see Foltz, Laham, & Landauer, 1999) .
However, rather than being scored for content of what is said, essays on exams such as the GRE and GMAT are primarily scored based on quality of writing (e.g., Does the essay include proper discourse elements such as an introduction, a thesis, main ideas, and supporting arguments? Does the writer use active voice? Is he or she not overly repetitious in word use? Is the essay written in proper English exhibiting, e.g., proper grammar, spelling, sentence structure, and subject-verb agreement?; Attali & Burstein, 2006; Rudner, Garcia, & Welch, 2005) . Conversely, a written narrative response in a selection context is generally not meant to enable the organization to assess only the applicants' quality of writing, if at all. Rather, it may be more important to extract information regarding an applicant's standing on a variety of job-related, latent constructs (e.g., leadership, managerial skill, critical thinking). This is derived by assessing an applicant's quality of work history based on past accomplishments and comparing that to the job requirements. Thus, the program examined in the present study is used for an altogether different purpose. It is used to assess what is being stated, rather than how it is said.
Thus, it is not entirely clear (and not yet demonstrated) whether software programs using NLP techniques to text mine and model data can produce reliable and construct-valid scores in selection contexts where the content of narratives is scored. Further, the implications of using these computer scores to make selection decisions are also unclear. For these reasons, we propose the following research questions: This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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Method

Sample and Context
The organization is a large and popular federal government employer that often receives up to 15,000 or more applicants each year for professional jobs in a range of fields (e.g., management, public affairs, economics). Receiving a large number of applicants for a relatively small number of job openings (a few hundred), the need to have merit-based hiring in the government, and the fact that selection procedures with high validity that can be used with large numbers of candidates (such as employment tests) may have adverse impact, especially with very low selection ratios, means that adverse impact is a constant concern. Having a selection procedure with high validity and low adverse impact (such as an AR) is essential but had heretofore come at the high cost of rater time to score.
The sample used to program the computer included 41,429 candidates who had completed narrative responses and all the other data relevant to the selection process at this organization over a 6-year period. Note that the data reported in this study were part of a larger data collection effort. We used the sample of 41,429 candidates to both train the computer program and to test (i.e., cross-validate) the program. In addition, we further cross-validated the program on two subsequent waves of applicants (of 2,300 and 2,198 candidates). Sample sizes may vary slightly downward in various analyses due to missing data. Written ARs are part of a selection procedure in the hiring process at the organization examined. Each candidate writes a 200-word narrative response to each of six AR questions. The AR questions ask candidates to describe their past accomplishments in terms of how they relate to six competencies. In addition to the ARs, the selection procedure also includes an evaluation of the candidate's education, work experience, and other skills and background on the application for employment as well as a review of his or her scores on a test battery. A panel of three raters reviews all the information and each rater independently rates the candidate on the six competencies common to all jobs at the organization. The composite of the six ratings across the three raters becomes the total score used for selecting candidates to move on to the next stage of the hiring process. The raters were highly trained fulltime hiring staff, and the ratings were made on detailed anchored rating scales.
Measures
The primary measures used in this study were human rater scores and computer scores on the following six competencies (on a 5-point scale with 5 being high): communication skill, critical thinking, people skill, leadership skill, managerial skill, and factual knowledge. Scores are the summed composites, thus ranging from 3 to 15 for the competencies summed across the 3 raters and from 18 to 90 across all 6 competencies. Both the rater scores and the computer scores were based on the 200-word ARs for each competency, five other text fields of application information (i.e., job titles of past jobs, work duties of past jobs, past employers, special skills, and other experiences), and 154 quantitative variables (e.g., scores on several employment tests, several variables reflecting years of work experience and level of education, and a large number of dichotomously scored academic majors, which constituted most of the variables).
The computer scores were broken down to reflect the various components based on text mined variables and the component based on the quantitative variables, as described in the results. Data were also collected on the other selection procedures to examine the construct validity of the computer scores. The employment tests used as a previous hurdle in the hiring process included a professional knowledge test (␣ ϭ .92), a biodata instrument (␣ ϭ .95), an English test (␣ ϭ .90), and a written essay scored for writing skill. The onsite selection procedures used in a subsequent stage of the hiring process included a leaderless group discussion (interrater reliability ϭ .91), a management case exercise (interrater reliability ϭ .91), and a structured interview (interrater reliability ϭ .92). Total scores were also computed for both the employment tests and the onsite selection procedures based on equal weighting.
Programming the Software (Conducting the Text Mining)
Programs used for information extraction are becoming increasingly available. Some are available for free, but they usually lack technical documentation, making them less usable by the ordinary researcher, or they are very simplistic in nature rendering them less valuable. However, recently, two statistical software providers familiar to researchers in I/O psychology, SPSS and SAS, have come out with packages that not only identify key terms within text, but also construct models on the relationships among the terms in order to infer higher order characteristics or constructs in a candidate (e.g., leadership skill). The present study used the SPSS-IBM Premium Modeler package (IBM, 2012) . Thus, this description of the text mining process is based on this software, which might be different from other software programs. Figure 1 shows the overall steps in the computer modeling analysis. In Step 1, the text mining occurs, producing a computer This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
model for each text-mined field. With this software, the programming (or "training") of the computer to read the ARs and other text-based information in the current selection procedure occurred in four substeps.
In the first substep, the program extracts the features of the essay to score. The extraction of features includes simple approaches such as surface features (e.g., specific words, number of verbs, frequency of articles, essay length, etc.), but recent advances in "text mining" using NLP allows deeper features to be identified (e.g., ordinal relationships among words, frequency of words occurring together, phrases, syntax or structure, etc.). According to the manual, Linguistics-based text mining . . . applies the principles of natural language processing-the computer-assisted analysis of human languages-to the analysis of words, phrases, and syntax, or structure, of text. A system that incorporates NLP can intelligently extract concepts, including compound phrases. Moreover, knowledge of the underlying language (by the researcher) allows classification of concepts into related groups, such as products, organizations, or people, using meaning and context. (IBM, 2012, p. 4, parenthetical added) The software automatically extracts a maximum of 5,000 features it calls "concepts," from the corpus. Concepts are nouns, other terms, or phrases that occur most commonly in the ARs. This process of creating concepts involves reducing the dimensionality of the semantic space created by the usage of all terms within all candidates' ARs. Reducing dimensionality refers to the process by which pair-wise occurrences among terms across windows of discourse (e.g., phrases, sentences, paragraphs, documents) are used to generate vectors (i.e., to assign meaning) for terms. In this way, the program is essentially attempting to construct its own "vocabulary" for "understanding" AR responses, the result of which is a list of concepts. Extraction settings can be customized for the data. Table 1 shows the beginning of the list of concepts initially extracted for the leadership ARs. Table 1 also shows the number of times each concept appears across all documents and the number of documents in which the concept appears.
In the second substep, the researcher groups the concepts together into synonyms, including actual synonyms and terms that generally mean the same thing. The computer does not know the semantics of the concepts. In addition, its dimension reduction process that resulted in the creation of these concepts is influenced by failures of words and phrases that mean the same thing semantically to co-occur within windows of discourse within the corpus. Thus, the computer program often lists concepts separately that could be synonyms (e.g., "teamwork" and "working in teams"). The researcher reviews the concepts and groups them manually in three ways. First, the researcher groups the concepts directly. Second, the program produces "concept maps" that show the concepts that frequently occur near each other. Figure 2 shows an illustrative map for teamwork. How near concepts must be can be specified by the researcher, such as the default of within five words. Third, the researcher reads samples of specific essays of the concepts in context to make determinations of synonyms.
The process is iterative. Once many concepts have been combined, the researcher saves the data and then reextracts the concepts. The revised concepts allow for more nuanced concepts to be created. The researcher repeats the process until the set of concepts is satisfactory. Whereas the number of extracted and reextracted concepts will be up This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
to 5,000 with this software, the goal of this process is to identify and combine synonyms and related concepts into semantically independent concepts for categorization. Success was defined here as the top 2,000 to 2,500 concepts (those that have the highest frequencies) being nonsynonymous with each other. In the third substep, the software generates "categories" and "subcategories," which are groups of concepts. Categories are groupings of concepts that commonly occur together and thus may have meaning semantically. The concept maps illustrated in the figure are one source of information the computer uses to help create these categories. The researcher also visually reviews the potential categories proposed by the computer program and then retains, combines, or eliminates them based on their differences, similarities, and meaningfulness, both by direct manipulation of categories and by revising the concepts to influence their relationships. Table 2 shows the beginning of the list of example categories output by the program for leadership.
In the fourth substep, the computer assigns scores to answers based on the categories present in an answer. The categories serve as dummy variables for predicting the ratings made by human raters, that is, they take on values of 1 if present or 0 if not present. Categories receive different weights depending on how well they predict the criterion (the raters' scores) using regression or similar statistical analysis. The goal is to select the best categories that are not too great in number to exceed the capacity of the statistical model (e.g., less than 1,000 here). The program offers a variety of choices of statistical models (e.g., linear regression, discriminant analysis, logistic regression, Cox regression, etc.). Linear regression was used in the current research. Table 2 shows the regression results for the beginning of the list of categories for leadership. The categories significant at p Ͻ .05 (bolded) were retained.
Note that some researchers have used Bayes's theorem as a statistical model to predict grader scores from essay features by computer (e.g., Frick, 1992; Rudner & Liang, 2002) . The goal here is to predict the classification of the examinee, such as minimum competency or levels on a rating scale. The statistical model calculates the conditional probabilities of various scores based on the essay features, usually starting out with equal "prior" probabilities, and then updating the "posterior" probabilities based on the data. The process is iterative, starting with one feature, and then updating the probabilities as each feature is added. Once the final probabilities are computed, they can be used to score future essays. 
Analysis
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In
Step 2, the program again used regression to create an overall model for each competency (called a "predictive model") to predict the raters' scores from the text mining variables for that competency, the text mining variables for the five other text fields for that competency, and all 154 quantitative scores. This is all the information available to the raters when making the rating for each competency, thus modeling the decision-making process.
Step 2 of Figure 1 shows for the process for the Leadership Skill competency. The relevant records from the data used to create the model (called the "training" data) are brought into the analysis. Then the text mining models are applied to the data (five for the five text variables and one for the relevant AR), which outputs scores on all text mined variables. The quantitative variables are also brought into the analysis at this point. Finally, all these variables are merged and a regression model is generated based on the variables that best predict the rater scores. The output is another model (titled "Leadership Skill Model"). Note there are six of these models, one for each competency.
This model is then analyzed for predictive power. The computer's estimates were correlated with the raters' scores to determine how well they were reproduced. The correlation calculated within the dataset used to create the text variables and regression models (i.e., the "training" sample) may overestimate the relationship due to capitalization on chance, so the correlation is also calculated in a separate subsample that was held out of the total sample (i.e., the "testing" sample) to cross-validate the correlation. The testing sample was 15% of our total sample, which was based on the recommendation in the software manual.
Step 3, the process uses the predictive model to generate computer scores on new datasets. Here, records are selected from the new dataset and inputted into their respective content fields. The program then applies the model previously generated for each competency to score ARs and other text fields using the text mined categories (as well as quantitative variables), thus generating a predicted score for each competency. The total score is the sum of the six competencies, which is the same way raters' scores are combined in the actual hiring process.
In sum, in the present study the researcher played a substantial role in training the computer; however, machine learning is involved to the extent that the program counts frequencies of terms within responses (as illustrated in Table 1 ) and it considers probability matrices in the form of linkages among concepts (as illustrated in Figure 2) . First, the researcher combined terms into concepts and concepts into categories based on whether they mean the same thing. Second, the researcher decided how many categories to keep based on their regression weights with the criterion.
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Third, the researcher repeated the first two steps in an iterative fashion to continue to improve the model. In the present study, this process continued until the computer model predicted the raters' scores on each competency as well as a single rater (reflected by a correlation of .60 between the computer and the rater scores), which took more than 200 hours of researcher time. Continued refinements of the computer model beyond the goal of obtaining a .60 correlation with the rater scores may be possible, but an asymptote was observed as the .60 level was approached. Gains in the correlation were increasingly more difficult to make. The initial extraction of the categories by the computer without any training produced correlations in the low .40s. Initial gains to the low .50s were relatively easy to make. However, approximately 80% of the 200 hours of training time was spent on improving the correlations from the low .50s to .60. The number of iterations depended on several factors: the complexity of the models, with complexity determined by the number of variables included and the variation in possible responses (e.g., the AR data were much more complex than the other categories of text information mined); whether the researcher worked on one section of the model at a time, like a subset of concepts (e.g., location where the AR occurred), or the entire model; and the skill of the researcher, which improved with practice. Table 3 shows the number of categories scored for each text mined field for each competency. The ARs yielded about 700 to 900 categories, job titles about 60 to 90, work duties about 100 to 300, employers about 50 to 130, special skills about 60 to 90, and other experiences about 10 to 20. In total, the text mining extracted about 1,200 to 1,400 categories for each competency. Table 4 shows the categories scored for an example candidate's leadership AR. The question and candidate's answer are at the top. The categories scored by the computer are in the middle. Note that the computer scores only categories that are relevant to a given answer of the hundreds possible for that narrative, and each category is a 0/1 dummy code for the presence of the category in the answer. The bottom of the table shows the scores assigned by the three raters and the computer. The raters scored the essay a 10, and the computer scored it a 9 in this case.
Results
Programming (Text Mining) Results
In addition to the text mined variables, the analyses included all the quantitative variables available to raters as part of the hiring process. The analysis includes all the quantitative variables to predict all six competencies because they may be considered by the raters when making the ratings on all the competencies. Table  3 shows the grand total of all the variables in the final analyses with the quantitative variables included, which totals approximately 1,300 to 1,500 across competencies. Table 5 shows a comparison of computer and human rater scores for each competency. The means are identical between the raters' scores and the computer scores for five of the competencies, and they differ by .01 for the sixth competency. The difference on the composite of all six competencies combined is .01. The means are also very similar between the training and testing samples. Most are either identical or differ by .02 points.
The main difference is that the computer scores have smaller standard deviations and usually narrower ranges than the raters' scores, which occurs in most statistical prediction situations. This is because prediction is less than perfect (which is always the case), so the predicted variation in scores will be less than the variation in the data used to create the predictions (the observed scores). For example, if the correlation between computer and human rater scores is .60, there will only be about 60% as much variation in the computer scores when compared to the human rater scores. This is approximately what is observed in the standard deviations in Table 5 . Note that here we are not referring to the common variance between computer and human rater scores (coefficient of determination). We are referring to the expected variance in the predicted (computer) scores compared with the observed (human rater) scores when a criterion is predicted by one predictor and the correlation (same as the beta if only one predictor) is .60. Table 6 shows the correlations between the computer and human rater scores for each competency. The correlations are generally in the .60s, which was the target. For comparison, Table 6 also shows the correlations between raters, which are the same as the interraterreliabilities. The ICC(1) values reflect the reliabilities of single raters, and ICC(3) values reflect the reliabilities of the means of the three raters (based on intraclass correlations, LeBreton & Senter, 2008) . The average of the ICC(1)s in Table 6 for individual competencies is .61, which is very similar to the average correlations between the computer and human rater scores of .64, demonstrating that the computer achieved reliability as high as a single rater. Table 6 also shows the cross-validation by comparing the correlations in the training sample with the correlations in the testing sample. The results show that the correlations between the computer scores and the raters' scores cross-validated well, meaning they are close to the same size. Usually, as is seen here, there is some reduction in the size (i.e., "shrinkage") attributable to the capitalization on chance in the original sample that will not be present in the cross-validation sample. The reduction in size here is very small, averaging about .03 due partly to the stability of statistical estimates from the very large samples used.
To further cross-validate the correlations between the computer and human rater scores, we conducted cross-validations on two subsequent hiring waves. The cross-validation samples were used as a check to see whether the text mining variables and regression weights would predict in other samples, but the variables and the weights from the original sample were used going forward because they were based on the much larger sample and thus would presumably be more stable. Table 7 shows the results for wave one. As with the original sample, the means are very similar (53.12 vs. 56.86) and the standard deviations are smaller (6.23 vs. 9.47) for the computer scores than they were for the rater scores. The correlations cross-validated very well in the new sample. In fact, the sizes of the correlations are noticeably larger than they were in the cross-validation with the original sample (see Table 6 ). For example, the total score correlation is .75 here compared with .68 in the original sample. Table 7 also shows the results for wave two. The results were extremely similar. These findings support the validity of the computer model in predicting rater scores and suggest that the model will perform equally well in future samples when it is used to help make selection decisions.
In summary, the answer to Research Question 1 is that scores generated by a computer can be as reliable as those assigned by a human rater. The means are almost identical, but the standard deviations are smaller. The computer scores also cross-validated well.
Research Question 2: What Is the Construct Validity of Computer Scores? Specifically, (a) How Will They Correlate With Human Scores, (b) What Are the Subcomponents of Computer Scores, (c) Will Computer Scores Generated by a Computer Exhibit the Same Correlations With the Other Selection Procedures, and (d) What Is the Nature of any Extreme Differences Between Computer and Human Scores?
We evaluated this research question in several ways. First, we examined intercorrelations between computer and human rater scores to examine convergent and discriminant validity (using a This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
multitrait multimethod approach; Campbell & Fiske, 1959) . Second, to better understand the meaning of the total computer score, we separated the text mining from the quantitative variables and examined the correlations between raters' scores and each of these subcomponents. Third, we correlated the computer scores with the other assessment scores to further explore the construct validity. Fourth, we examined the small number of extreme mis-predictions to determine why computer and computer scores differ in these instances.
Intercorrelations. Table 8 shows the intercorrelations among the computer scores and among the human rater scores. In general, the intercorrelations are fairly similar. The average intercorrelation among the human rater scores is .57, while the average among the computer scores is slightly higher at .64. Table 8 also shows the intercorrelations among the human and computer scores. For every competency, the correlation between the human and computer score for that competency is larger than the correlations with other competencies, thus providing evidence of convergent and discriminant validity.
Examining subcomponents of computer scores. Table 9 shows the correlations between the human rater scores and the text mining and quantitative variables. The previous analyses combined the variables to predict raters' scores in order to model the actual decision-making process for the overall selection procedure. However, it is instructive to consider the contribution of each separately. Table 9 shows that all the variables accounted for a portion of the raters' scores. The AR showed the highest correlations, the quantitative variables showed similar or lower correlations depending on the competency, and the other text mined fields showed the lowest correlations. For example, the text mining of the AR for leadership correlates .54, the text mining of the other narrative answers correlate from .10 to .33, and the quantitative variables as a set correlate .37, whereas all of them combined correlate .65 (as shown in Table 6 above). The results are similar for the other ARs. This suggests that each set of variables accounts for a portion of the raters' scores, which is logical given that all these variables are supposed to be considered by the raters when scoring. It is also noteworthy that the AR shows the highest correlation with the raters' scores, suggesting it has the greatest influence. Table 9 also shows the regression weights to index the unique contribution of each set of variables to the prediction of the rater scores. The AR accounts for the greatest portion of the prediction. The other variables account for a small portion when the AR is in the equation. This is because the candidates likely discuss the other variables in their ARs. The only exception is the quantitative variables, which are probably not discussed by the candidate but may be considered by the rater. They consequently show somewhat larger regression weights.
Correlations with other selection procedures. Table 10 shows correlations among the text mining variables and the other selection procedures (the employment tests and the onsite selection procedures). These are correlations of the text mining variables separately and without the quantitative variables. As shown, the correlations between each of the other selection procedures and the text mining of the AR were stronger than the correlations between each of these other selection procedures and the other text mining variables. In addition, the quantitative variables showed larger correlations with the employment tests than the text mining variables, but this is because the employment tests include the quantitative variables. The somewhat larger correlations with the professional knowledge test, biodata, and interview suggest the AR and other text mining variables measure content (knowledge and past experience), and the somewhat lower correlations with the English test and the essay suggest the text mining variables less reflect writing skill. Finally, the correlations with the onsite procedures were higher for the computer scores than the rater scores.
As a more direct comparison, we correlated the total computer scores, including all the competencies, with a composite of the onsite scores. This correlation was .25, and the rater there was a portion of the student population which was unrepresented within the student organizations. Together with three friends, I decided to help form a new student organization that would address the needs and interests of these students. Starting an organization, and then spending two years serving as its vice president, requires a significant amount of leadership. Along with the other founding members of the organization, I first had to organize meetings and events, as well as publicize the organization to other students on campus. I also had to ensure that there were the proper amount of funds to ensure our success. We knew that leadership would be key to the success of any new student organization. First, we had to make ourselves known as an organization. Then we had to be willing to take suggestions and to use our experiences to better the organization. Most importantly, we had to create an organization that students would want to continue after we had graduated. Through our leadership, and in only three years, the organization has grown to be one of the largest on campus. It now boasts a calendar of events which includes well known speakers, fundraisers, and roundtables with professors. scores including all competencies correlated .13. Correcting the rater scores for direct range restriction from selection on those scores increases the correlation to .17, and correcting the computer scores for indirect range restriction due to their correlation with the rater scores increases the correlation to .30. Although primarily providing evidence of discriminant validity, this indicates that the computer scores may identify potential passers of the onsite selection procedures slightly better than the raters, which could be viewed as another benefit of the computer scoring. It will reduce the cost of the onsite selection procedures because fewer would need to be brought onsite in order to get sufficient passers to fulfill hiring needs. Correlations with reading level were examined. The purpose was to determine whether the reading level of the AR correlates with the scores assigned. In other words, do the raters and the computer give higher scores to ARs written at a higher reading level? To analyze this, we determined the reading level of a random sample of 100 leadership AR responses using the Flesch Reading Ease score. This index is based on the average sentence length and average number of syllables per word. The higher the rating (from 0 to 100), the easier the text is to understand. The average of the 100 narratives is 43.5 (SD ϭ 13.7), indicating moderate reading difficulty and a fair amount of variation among candidates. The relatively small correlations between the computer scores and reading level (Ϫ.25 and Ϫ.30) provide evidence of discriminant validity. However, the slight negative correlations suggest that higher quality answers (i.e., higher levels of leadership) may require more complex writing to explain, or more complex writing may be interpreted by raters and the computer as higher quality. Also, small correlations may be attributable in part to the fact that the ARs are only one factor considered in the total score. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
Analysis of extreme mis-predictions. Finally, we analyzed extreme mis-predictions, defined as the very small number of cases when the computer produced a very high score and the raters assigned a very low score or vice versa. We identified the most extreme mis-predictions by calculating the difference between rater scores and computer scores. We selected the leadership competency for this analysis because characteristics of leadership are fairly specific and understandable, and the question asked of candidates is straightforward ("Describe how you have demonstrated leadership."). We then identified the 100 most extreme overpredictions and 100 most extreme underpredictions to gain insight into why the mis-predictions may have occurred.
Note that reading the ARs to understand the mis-predictions does not consider the impact of the quantitative variables on the rater scores (e.g., test battery scores, level of education, major, number of jobs, years of experience, etc.). Therefore, this analysis will only shed partial light on whether there might be characteristics of the ARs that cause the mis-predictions.
We reviewed the mis-predictions by reading the text of the ARs and observing the number of text mining categories scored. Characteristics of extreme overpredictions (where the computer score was much higher than the rater score) were descriptions of experiences or listings of past jobs as opposed to descriptions of demonstrating leadership, poor examples of leadership even though the right leadership words were used (as reflect in the text mining categories), examples where the candidate was critical or harsh with team members, used authority or force, or showed a bad attitude toward them, bragging and apparent exaggeration, or rambling answers that did not answer the question (e.g., stating an opinion on leadership).
Conversely, some of the characteristics of the ARs of the sample of extreme underpredictions (where the computer score was much lower than the rater score) were answers that hit fewer of the leadership categories scored by the text mining, which might be attributable to the unusual or unique nature of the answers or to the word choices of the candidates, answers that have the opposite characteristics to the overpredictions above, and ARs were the scores were probably enhanced by Note.
Values to the left of the slash are for the first wave, and values to the right are for the second wave. All correlations are significant (p
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high levels on the quantitative information on test scores and education. In summary, the answers to Research Question 2 are as follows: the correlations between human and computer scores for the same competency are larger than with other competencies, thus providing evidence of convergent and discriminant validity; separating the text mining variables from the quantitative variables showed that all the variables accounted for a portion of the raters' scores but the ARs and quantitative variables showed the highest correlations, and the other text mined fields showed the lowest correlations; the pattern of correlations with the other selection procedures (both the test battery prescreen and the onsite assessment exercises) is similar for both the computer-generated and raters' scores, suggesting similar construct validity; relatively small correlations with reading level provide evidence of discriminant validity, but the slight negative correlations suggest that higher quality answers may require more complex writing to explain or may be interpreted that way; and some characteristics of the ARs of extreme overpredictions for leadership were descriptions of experiences or listings of past jobs, as opposed to descriptions of demonstrating leadership behavior, and poor examples of leadership.
Research Question 3: Will Scores Generated by the Computer Be Associated With the Same Lack of Subgroup Differences as Those Observed With Human Raters?
The d scores by race and gender were essentially zero in all cases. This is the case for the text mining variables, the quantitative variables, and the raters' scores. For example, the d scores for each racial group (Asian, Black, and Hispanic, dichotomously coded as 1 compared with White coded as 0) and the total computer score for leadership (with a mean of approximately 56, Table 5 ) ranged from Ϫ.03 to .06. The d score for gender (women coded 1) was .08. Because of confidentiality agreements with the Note. The intercorrelations among human rater scores are in the lower diagonal and among the computer scores are in the upper diagonal. N ϭ 41,429. All correlations are significant (p Ͻ .05). Note. N ϭ 41,432. Regression weights are in parentheses. All correlations and all regression weights with betas whose absolute value is greater than or equal to .02 are significant (p Ͻ .05). This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
organization and to conserve space, a table displaying these results is not included.
Note that text mining scores from the quantitative variables did not correlate with race, despite the fact that the quantitative variables included the test scores. This is because the quantitative variables were mined to predict the rater scores and the rater scores did not correlate with race. This is probably because the raters did not factor employment tests strongly into their ratings, which makes sense because they know that the employment tests already influenced the selection decisions at the first stage of the hiring process.
Therefore, computer scoring should not create any adverse impact beyond what is already present in the selection procedure. In this case, the ARs did not have adverse impact, so computer scoring did not create any adverse impact. However, if the ARs did have adverse impact (depending on what they measure), then the computer scores would as well, but would not add to the adverse impact.
Research Question 4: What Are the Potential Cost Savings Associated With Using Text Mining and Predictive Modeling as a Surrogate for Human Raters?
Scoring the ARs is very expensive in this organization. It takes approximately 20 minutes per candidate for each of the three raters (1 hour total). At an average cost of $70/hour for rater time, the cost of scoring the 7,000 to 9,000 candidates who move through this hurdle each year is approximately $490,000 to $630,000 annually. The computer scoring is used to replace about one third of those rater hours, so the cost savings across years range from $163,000 to $210,000 annually. Moreover, the organization saves an additional $20,000 on rater training hours because fewer raters are needed. The investment was $19,000 for the one-time purchase of the software, about $40,000 for initial programming costs, and a couple thousand dollars in programmer time to process the data each year. Thus, computer scoring would be very cost-effective for the organization.
However, note that there were sunk costs that the organization had already incurred that may overestimate the financial gain to be had through adopting this scoring procedure in a new organization. That is, a new organization may have to develop the selection procedure, run it for a while to gather the data using human raters, and then develop the computer scoring model. It will only be at that point before partial costs of ongoing administration can be saved.
Nevertheless, there may be other ways to use computer scoring to save costs. First, computer scoring could be used to replace more than one rater if the reliability is adequate. Second, organizations often have archival data on preexisting selection systems, which was the case in this context. Third, consulting firms could develop products around this scoring procedure, thus amortizing costs across many clients. Finally, as noted below, a computer model may not require samples that are as large as those in this organization.
In summary, the answer to Research Question 4 is that substantial cost savings can be realized through the utilization of computer scoring, depending on how the scores are used.
Research Question 5: What Are the Potential Implementation Issues Associated With Using Computer Scoring as a Surrogate for Human Raters?
This question is addressed with three analyses. First, we examine two potential ways to implement the computer scores in this setting. Second, we examine how to respond to changes in the AR questions should they be made in the future. Third, we examined the minimum sample sizes required to use computer scoring.
How should computer scoring be implemented? We explored two practical issues. First, it is important to consider how computer scores should be used. One possible way is to replace one of the three raters with the computer scores. We conducted two analyses of this alternative. First, we correlated the total scores based on the composite of the three raters with the total scores based on using the computer scores as the third rater. The correlations for each competency and the composite are extremely high (.94 -.97) , suggesting that the computer scores can be substituted for the third rater. This is expected because the computer scores are as reliable as a single rater.
Second, we calculated the number of passers who would have failed had we used the computer score as the third rater. We used the top third as the passing score. A total of 1,097 of the passers would have failed. This is 7.9% of the passers (1,097 divided by 13,810), 4.0% of the failers (1,097 divided by 27,619), and 2.6% This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
of the total sample of candidates (1,097 divided by 41,429). Therefore, using the computer scores to replace the third rater would result in a fairly small percentage of different decisions. Note that these analyses assume the third rater is correct and the computer is wrong. In fact, it may be the reverse, and the same would occur if one rater were replaced by another. Still, another possibility would be to use the computer score to eliminate the bottom third of candidates. We approached this analysis in several ways. First, we identified the candidates classified in the bottom third using the computer scores who would not be in the bottom third based on the rater scores. Of the 13,809 candidates classified in the bottom third by the computer, 3,473 were classified in the middle third by the raters and 879 were classified in the top third by raters. Thus, 31.4% (3,473 ϩ 879 divided by 13,809) of the candidates classified in the bottom third by the computer were not classified in the bottom third by raters. In terms of the total sample of candidates, 10.5% would be different decisions in the bottom third (3,473 ϩ 879 divided by 41,429).
Second, we examined the impact of eliminating the bottom third on the candidates who passed based on the rater scores. This analysis is relevant because the passing scores on this selection procedure are usually very high, so eliminating the candidates in the bottom third may have little impact on those actually passing. One approach to this analysis is to assume a third of people passed the selection procedure based on historical data. A total of 879 of the passers based on the rater scores would not have been passers because they would have been eliminated. This is 6.4% of the passers (879 divided by 13,810), 3.2% of the failers (879 divided by 13,809 ϩ 13,810), and 2.1% of the total sample of candidates (879 divided by 41,429).
Another approach to this analysis is to examine the actual people who passed the selection procedure. A total of 1,347 candidates in the bottom third based on the computer scores would have scored high enough based on the rater scores to pass the selection procedure. This is 9.8% of the passers (1,347 divided by 13,687), 4.9% of the failers (1,347 divided by 27,742), or 3.3% of the total sample of candidates (1,347 divided by 41,429).
In conclusion, using the computer scores to eliminate the bottom third of candidates results in a fairly small percentage of different decisions. Depending on the analysis, it would be 2.1% or 3.3% different decisions in terms of the total number of selection decisions made, and the same result would occur if a single rater were used for this purpose.
What if accomplishment questions change? Because the computer scoring of the selection procedure in this study is based largely on historical answers to these specific AR questions and the scores raters assigned to those answers, changes to the questions will require collecting and text mining new answers. Thus, when a question needs to be revised, answers to that question cannot be scored by a computer the first time it is used. Instead, answers would be collected and scored by raters, and then text mined so that the question can be computer scored in the future. The total score will be based on the other five competencies for that administration.
To estimate the influence of omitting one of the six competencies, we calculated the reliability of the total score omitting each of the six competencies one at a time. The impact on the internal consistency reliabilities is negligible. The reliability of the composite of all six competencies is .91, and eliminating one competency reduces the reliability to .89 for every competency. Thus, using only five competencies for one administration would not be a problem.
What is the minimum sample size required to use computer scoring? This is an important statistical and practical question. It depends entirely on the range of possible answers in the ARs. If the range is wide, a larger sample will be needed. It also depends on the skill and time of the researcher in training the computer. In the context of scoring student essays to assess writing skills, Ramineni and Williamson (2013) suggest a minimum sample of 500 essays and they usually use 500 to 2000. Shermis et al. (2010) also give an illustration using 500, with 300 in the training sample and 200 in the validation sample.
To address this question empirically in the current dataset, concepts and categories were extracted using the default settings (untrained) and correlated with the human scores for samples of various sizes covering the range of the expected minimum (50, 100, 250, 500, and 1000). Then the concepts and categories were applied to 10 randomly drawn samples of the same size to estimate the stability of the estimates. Again, the leadership competency was used for illustration. The results in Table 11 show that the initial correlations drop off gradually with smaller sample sizes, but the mean cross-validated correlations drop off radically and the standard deviation of the cross-validated correlations increases rapidly with samples below 500. Based on these analyses, it appears that a minimum sample of 500 essays would be needed to obtain meaningful and reasonably stable cross-validated correlations.
Assuming that modifying the categories (training by the researcher) would have the same effect in improving the correlation as it did using the full sample of about 100% in variance explained, the .36 initial correlation in the sample of 500 would yield a correlation of about .51 with the human scores. This is not as high as the value obtained here with the full sample of .60 or higher, but it might be satisfactory if multiple competencies were scored. Therefore, a minimum sample of 500 seems reasonable from this analysis as well.
In summary, the answers to Research Question 5 are as follows: there are several possible ways to use the computer scores such as replacing one rater or eliminating the lowest scoring candidates; if an AR question is revised, the total score based on the other ARs is reliable enough to not include that AR while data on the new AR This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
is collected; and the minimum sample size to use computer scoring is not excessively high, such as about 500 in this setting.
Discussion
The purpose of this study was to alert scholars and practitioners to the possibility of, and potential advantages and disadvantages associated with, using text mining and predictive computer modeling as an alternative to human raters in a selection context. Our study yielded five key findings. First, it appears possible to program or train a computer to emulate a human rater when scoring ARs and other narrative data. Second, we found that the computer program was capable of producing scores that were as reliable as those of a human rater. Third, scores produced by the computer appeared to demonstrate construct validity. Further, the computer scores showed no gender or race differences, similar to the human rater scores, suggesting they will create no adverse impact. In addition, close examination of mis-predictions also indicated logical reasons for these cases. Fourth, it appears possible that computer scoring can result in substantial cost savings when used to score ARs. Finally, analyses of various operational issues suggested the number of different hiring decisions that would occur using computer scoring would be very small, which was no different than what would occur by replacing one of the three raters on the panel. Revisions to AR questions would likely not impact operational effectiveness.
Implications for Scholarship and Practice and Directions for Future Research
Our study advances selection scholarship and practice in at least four important ways. First, we provide evidence suggesting that advances in text mining capabilities and the development of predictive modeling software programs have the potential to usher in a new era of selection scholarship and practice. Most directly, these techniques could enable the use of selection procedures for large-scale application that were previously too expensive. For example, these techniques could be used to inexpensively process and score the often large number of applications organizations receive. Presently, applications are generally scored using rudimentary information retrieval programs such as keyword searches. Computer scoring may not only provide a more cost-effective alternative to separating those who are qualified from those you are not, but may also identify applicants that would otherwise not have been recognized as qualified due to their use of terms other than the keywords to describe their skills. Likewise, computer scoring may also provide a superior way to score other selection procedures using constructed responses such as biodata. In addition, these techniques may allow selection researchers to score responses that combine text and numbers, examples of which include tests that score how problems are worked out as well as whether the correct answer was obtained (e.g., CPA Licensing Exam; American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, 2011). Finally, text mining could be used alone (without rater scores and a predictive model) to simply summarize applications and identify characteristics of applicants received.
Second, the present study suggests these advances may allow scholars to begin to broaden the scope of approaches used to mitigate the adverse impact-validity dilemma (Ployhart & Holtz, 2008; Pyburn et al., 2008) to include ones that focus on reducing the cost of scoring. This would render low-impact procedures (e.g., those using constructed response formats; Arthur, Edwards, & Barrett, 2002; Edwards & Arthur, 2007) more financially feasible for large-scale use. This is in contrast to the present focus of scholarship and practice on adopting alternative procedures or uses of scores.
Also, with other advances in computer technology, such as voice recognition, computers may be capable of scoring structured interviews in the future, thus making this highly valid selection procedure (e.g., Huffcutt & Arthur, 1994; McDaniel, Whetzel, Schmidt, & Maurer, 1994) , that also exhibits low levels of adverse impact (e.g., McCarthy, Van Iddekinge, & Campion, 2010) , costeffective for large-scale screening. This would move well beyond current efforts at computer scoring interviews (e.g., interactive voice-response software; Bauer, Truxillo, Paronto, Weekley, & Campion, 2004) . Thus, a potentially critical area for future research and practice is the use of computer scoring to reduce the cost of low adverse impact procedures.
Third, we introduce NLP as core to understanding how text mining and predictive modeling software operate as well as how they can be used effectively by organizations. This is particularly important as little prior research on the use of text-based data exists in I/O psychology and related fields. Thus, scholars and practitioners are left with few tools to pursue research requiring that information be extracted from large amounts of unstructured, text-based data. For example, research on attitudes, beliefs, values, and employee engagement often entails collection of large volumes of write-in comments from respondents. Usually, these responses are simply read for insight or content-analyzed in a labor-intensive way (Macey, Schneider, Barbera, & Young, 2009 ). Computer scoring may permit such data to be scored thus making it more useful for analysis, prediction, tracking, and other research uses. This is a potentially productive area for future research and practical applications. Similarly, inductive research generally also involves labor-intensive analysis of text-based data to discover underlying themes. Before developing the predictive model, our approach entailed condensing a vast quantity of text-based information into its such dimensions and themes (with the aid of the researcher). This text mining component may thus prove valuable toward reducing time spent on analyses.
Finally, our study advances the potential of text mining. Presently, applications of text mining have been limited to scoring primarily writing skill in educational contexts (e.g., Rudner et al., 2005) . Our study expands the scope to scoring the content of essays in the employment context. This opens up a wide range of other potential applications where interest is in what is said, not how it is said. The refinement of computer models for scoring the content of candidate narrative answers and the application of those models to new selection contexts and techniques are prime areas for future research.
Practitioners interested in trying out this approach might start in two ways. First, use existing datasets within the organization that contain constructed response data (e.g., applications, personal statements, etc.). Here, only criterion data would be necessary to allow the creation of a computer scoring model, such as job performance, turnover, or ratings by subject matter experts. SecThis document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
ond, start small. This study suggests that a sample of 500 might be necessary to use computer scoring.
Limitations
The range of uses of text mining and predictive modeling programs seems almost limitless with several caveats. First, a sample of at least 500 might be burdensome to collect if the data do not currently exist. Second, there must be a criterion score against which to select the thousands of concepts and categories produced by the software, at least when this practice is being used for predictive purposes (e.g., to replace an existing scoring system). Note that a criterion may not be necessary when text mining is used alone. An example of which might include inductive research where the purpose is to condense information and identify themes. The organizational context in which this study was performed had a large corpus of previously rated ARs and text-based data, which offered an ideal context. Many organizations will not have a corpus of this magnitude available. As such, this practice should be replicated in other contexts to identify the boundaries to its feasibility as well as to ensure the generalizability of our findings. Third, a considerable amount of research time is required to train the software, particularly when the researcher is learning how to operate the program. However, this is no different from many other sophisticated analytical techniques. Fourth, in this study, a single researcher was used to train the software program. Although identifying synonyms and linking similar categories is seemingly straightforward, researchers may differ in skill and diligence, which could affect the quality of the text mining. Finally, computer scoring of essays in college entrance exams has been criticized because of its potential for gaming. Candidates may be able to write bogus essays that trick computer software programs into providing them with higher scores than they deserve. Research on the success of such strategies has been mixed (e.g., Powers, Burstein, Chodorow, Fowles, & Kukich, 2002) . The scoring model in the present study is too complex to be gamed in a simplistic way. It is based on 700 to 1000 categories for each AR. Additionally, the scoring includes 154 quantitative variables that are objective and cannot be easily faked (e.g., college major, test scores). Nevertheless, this is an important concern that researchers need to consider.
Conclusion
The increasing availability of large amounts of candidate data along with the increasing sophistication of computer software may allow personnel selection techniques involving constructed responses to be implemented more broadly and cost effectively, which could bring a new era in personnel selection research.
